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THE DEMISE OF WILBUR MILLS: 
�VHAT HAPPENED IN LIT'rLE ROCK? 

Dec. 3 (IPS}--The pathetic degeneration of the once powerful 
Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee, Wilbur Mills, like 
the case of Richard Nixon himself, is being obscenely plastered 
on the front pages of the nation's press for one reason only. 
The Rockefeller cabal wants everyone to get the message: no 
one independent of Rockefeller will be allowed to survive. 

Those interested in turning this bit of calculated mock
ery of all legal government and any human self-respect around: 
it is only necessary to ask a �ew pointed questions: 

1) What happened to vlilbur.Mills in Little Rock, Arkansas, 
where he went for a back ailment several years ago and 
from which he returned, according to many observers, a 
"changed man?" �'1ho were his doctors? What was his medica
tion? 

2·) What is happening tQ Mills at Bethesda Naval Hospital? 

3) vlho is r·iills' doctor; what are his connections to the 
Rockefeller cabal; and what drug is it that has "made him 
feel drunk" since it ''las prescribed for his heart condition? 

ROCKEFELLER FUNDED ANGELA DAVIS BOOK 

Dec. 3 (IPS)--The IIArthur Goldberg" book, by which Nelson 
Rockefeller became known as a man of literary interests, is 
not the only book of political import connected to the Rockefeller 
name. IPS learned recently of another and more famous publica
tion. In this case, publication was arranged through the Third 
Press-Joseph Akpaku Publishing Co., a CIA-run publishing house, 
funded by the Rockefeller-controlled Ford Foundation, the Rocke
feller-controlled New �'lorld Foundation, the Rockefeller family's 
Chase Manhattan Bank, and the CIA's Field Foundation. 

The book is If They Come in the Horning, by the heroine 
of the Communist Party USA, Angela Davis. 

··Drawing on the above sources, Third Press-Okpaku provided 
over $100,000 to assure publication and wide publicity at a 
very critical point in Hiss Davis' meteoric rise to fame as a 
freedom fighter. 

New Solidarity has documented how the CIA used the CPUSA's 
recrui tmEmt-drive around Angela's notoriety to flood that organi
zation with agents and take total control of· its policies. A 
smug Ford Foundation spokesman, who was asked a few days ago 
whether there had been any hesitation in bankrolling IF They 
Come In the Horning, replied readily: "No problem.at al1." 
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